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PARTNERS
PLATINUM PARTNERS
Through cutting-edge science and medicine, Biogen discovers, develops
and delivers to patients worldwide innovative therapies for the treatment of
neurodegenerative diseases, hematologic conditions and autoimmune
disorders. Founded in 1978, Biogen is one of the world’s oldest independent
biotechnology companies and patients worldwide benefit from its leading
multiple sclerosis and innovative hemophilia therapies.
www.biogen.com
bluebird bio is developing innovative gene therapies for severe genetic
disorders. The company’s proprietary platform treats genetic diseases by
placing a functional gene into the patient’s extracted bone marrow stem
cells, and transplanting these corrected stem cells back into the patient.
bluebird bio has two later stage clinical products in development for
childhood cerebral adrenoleukodystrophy and beta-thalassemia/sickle cell
anemia.

PLATINUM PARTNERS
FinVector is a world leader in the research and development of viral-based
gene therapy products, with state-of-the-art facilities and a highly
experienced scientific team working in the gene therapy market. We deliver
a tailored service to meet and exceed our clients’ needs, and use our
scientific expertise and industry knowledge to help clients take viral-based
products from the pre-clinical phase, through clinical trials and to the
market. Come and visit us at booth 28–29.
www.finvector.com
Oxford BioMedica (LSE: OXB) is a biopharmaceutical company specialising in
the development and commercialisation of innovative gene-based
medicines. The company has a platform of gene delivery technologies,
which are predominately based on highly engineered viral systems.
www.oxfordbiomedica.co.uk

www.bluebirdbio.com
The Federation of Finnish Learned Societies has nearly 270 members,
comprising independent scientific associations and organisations
representing all fields of sciences including arts, humanities and social
sciences. The Federation supports scientific publication and organisation of
scientific conferences by distributing state subsidies to member
organisations and other scientific organisations (by application only). The
Federation maintains a bookstore, internet bookstore and a large storage
facility for publications. The Federation is in charge of the international
exchange of publications of learned societies and other scientific
publication bodies. It also coordinates the classification of scientific
publication channels. The Federation has its own journal, which appears six
times a year, containing information on scientific events and publications as
well as current science and policy issues within the academic community.
The Federation also runs ‘The House of Sciences’ in the heart of Helsinki, in
which member societies and other organisations can arrange seminars and
meetings.
www.tsv.fi/fi
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GOLD PARTNERS

GOLD PARTNERS
Avalanche is a clinical-stage biotechnology company focused on
discovering and developing novel gene therapies to transform the lives
of patients with sight-threatening ophthalmic diseases. Using a nextgeneration gene therapy platform, the Ocular BioFactory™, the company is
developing products designed to provide long-term benefit or a functional
cure by inducing a sustained expression of a therapeutic protein with a
one-time administration in the eye.
www.avalanchebiotech.com
The FP7-CELL-PID European project utilises genetically modified HSC and
their descendants as immunotherapeutic cells to build a healthy immune
system in primary immune-deficiency patients. It gathers together clinical
pioneers, scientists and industrial partners in the advanced therapies field
and aims to develop broad clinical application of safe cell-based therapies.
www.cell-pid.eu
Dimension Therapeutics is a gene therapy company focused on developing
novel treatments for rare diseases. The company was launched in 2013 by
Fidelity Biosciences and REGENX Biosciences. Dimension has now raised
$30m with funding from Fidelity Biosciences and OrbiMed. Our team
comprises biotech industry veterans and thought leaders in gene therapy
and rare diseases. We are focused on advancing our platform of gene
therapy programmes in rare diseases through clinical development, starting
with lead programmes in hemophilia, and building out a world-class
product engine for adeno-associated virus (AAV) therapeutics across a wide
array of single-gene rare diseases.

Généthon, created by the AFM Téléthon, has a mission to make innovative
gene therapy treatments available to patients affected by rare genetic
diseases. To meet this challenge Généthon has assembled the technical and
human resources needed to accelerate the medical application of scientific
discoveries arising from fundamental research. Strong translational research
programmes engage multi-disciplinary teams and are supported by a
first-rate technological platform and cGMP facility. The pipeline of Généthon
includes products currently in international clinical trials and at preclinical
stages, for immune deficiencies, muscular dystrophies, ocular and liver
diseases. These products are developed either with Généthon as sponsor, or
in partnership with private companies and academic institutions.
www.Généthon.fr
The goal of Supersist’s project is the clinical translation of new gene
targeting technologies for correcting inherited mutations and empowering
adoptive immunotherapy of cancer. Substantial evidence supports the
therapeutic potential of ex vivo gene therapy based on hematopoietic stem
cell (HSC) or T lymphocytes to treat inherited diseases or cancer.
www.supersist-project.eu

www.dimensiontx.com
Editas Medicine is a transformative genome editing company founded by
world leaders in the fields of genome editing, protein engineering, and
molecular and structural biology, with specific expertise in CRISPR/Cas9 and
TALENs technologies. The company’s mission is to translate its genome
editing technology into a novel class of human therapeutics that enable
precise and corrective molecular modification to treat the underlying cause
of a broad range of diseases at the genetic level. The company has
generated substantial patent filings and has access to intellectual property
covering foundational genome-editing technologies, as well as essential
advancements and enablements that will uniquely allow the company to
translate early findings into viable human therapeutic products.
www.editasmedicine.com
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SILVER PARTNERS

SILVER PARTNERS
AFM (French Muscular Dystrophy Association) has a single objective: to
defeat neuromuscular diseases, which are devastating muscle-wasting
diseases. Created in 1958 by a group of patients and their families, and
recognised as being of public utility in 1976, it has set itself two missions:
curing neuromuscular diseases and reducing the disabilities they cause.
www.afm-france.org
Aldevron provides custom plasmid DNA manufacturing to support many
gene and cell therapy applications. With our experience and scientific
expertise, we have developed screening strategies to optimise yield and
stability of even the most challenging vector plasmids. We also provide
consistency at all levels, with a deliberate pathway from research to clinical
requirements. Visit our team to learn about our additional services including
mRNA, protein production, gene synthesis and antibody development.
Aldevron’s mission is to advance science, and we have solutions that are
designed for you. Come and visit us at booth 3.
www.aldevron.com
Amgen discovers, develops, manufactures and delivers innovative human
therapeutics. A biotechnology pioneer since 1980, Amgen was one of the
first companies to realise the new science’s promise by bringing safe,
effective medicines from lab to manufacturing plant to patient. Amgen
therapeutics have changed the practice of medicine, helping millions of
people around the world in the fight against cancer, kidney disease,
rheumatoid arthritis, bone disease and other serious illnesses. With a deep
and broad pipeline of potential new medicines, Amgen remains committed
to advancing science to dramatically improve people’s lives. Come and visit
us at booth 30.
www.amgen.com
SAFC is a trusted manufacturer of specialty chemicals and biologics for
commercial life science applications. We provide unique and innovative
technologies and services for customers requiring a reliable partner
throughout the development and manufacturing process. SAFC and
BioReliance offer world-class process development, manufacturing and
testing capabilities for virus-based therapeutic products. Come and visit us
at booths 1 and 2.
www.bioreliance.com
www.sigmaaldrich.com/safc

Biovian is a one-stop-shop CMO for cGMP manufacture and development of
biopharmaceuticals. Biovian offers cell line development, mammalian cell
cultivation, microbial fermentation, protein purification, viral vector
production, formulation, aseptic filling, labeling and QP release. Biovian’s
2500 m2 facilities are located in Turku, Finland. Biovian is EMA and FDA
certified for cGMP production of investigational and commercial products
(including biopharmaceuticals, gene therapy and sterile products). Biovian,
founded in 2003, is a privately owned, independent company entirely
focused on customer projects. Come and visit us at booth 27.
www.biovian.com
EUFETS, a German-based company, supports the development and
commercialisation of cell and gene therapies. Services include cGMPcompliant manufacturing of viral vectors, genetically modified cells and, as a
new service, in vitro transcribed RNA. EUFETS offers process and assay
development, validation, quality control, storage and QP release. EUFETS
also supports preclinical product development (R&D/GLP studies) of
biologics with customised in vitro bioanalytical programmes. Come and visit
us at booth 33.
www.eufets.com
GenoSafe is a CSO specialising in the evaluation of the quality, efficacy and
safety of gene and cell therapy products. We offer support through research
stages to final clinical phases: from study design, development/validation of
analytical methods and product testing to control of viral vectors batches
(rAAV, rHIV, rMLV), preclinical evaluation, clinical trial and, finally, patient
follow-up. Come and visit us at booth 10.
www.genosafe.org
Genzyme has pioneered the development and delivery of transformative
therapies for over 30 years. Founded in 1981 in Boston, Massachusetts,
Genzyme evolved from a tiny start-up with just a handful of employees to
one of the world’s leading biotech companies. Acquired by Sanofi in 2011,
Genzyme now benefits from the reach and resources of one of the world’s
largest pharmaceutical companies, with a shared commitment to improving
the lives of patients. Genzyme has long been known for our expertise in the
class of rare genetic diseases known as lysosomal storage disorders (LSDs). LSDs
remain the heart of our company today, but we have also expanded – through
both in-house development and strategic acquisitions and partnerships – to
other disease areas such as thyroid cancer and multiple sclerosis.
www.genzyme.com
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SILVER PARTNERS

SILVER PARTNERS
Lysogene is a global biotechnology company, a leader in the basic research
and clinical development of gene therapy for neurodegenerative disorders.
Its mission is to radically improve the health of patients suffering from
incurable life-threatening conditions by developing AAV vectors that have
demonstrated their effectiveness in safely delivering genetic material to the
central nervous system. Come and visit us at booth 16.
www.lysogene.com
Nature: the official journal of the American Society of Gene and Cell Therapy,
Molecular Therapy is dedicated to publishing important peer-reviewed
research and cutting-edge reviews and promoting the sciences in genetics,
medicine and biotechnology, and is the parent journal to the open access
titles Molecular Therapy – Nucleic Acids, Molecular Therapy – Methods & Clinical
Development and Molecular Therapy – Oncolytics.
www.nature.com

Net4CGD, Gene Therapy for X-linked Chronic Granulomatous Disease (CGD),
is a large-scale integrating project in the health research programme of the
European commission 7th Framework Programme (FP7). The Net4CGD
project is focused on the clinical development of a new orphan drug of
gene therapy for the X-linked form of CGD to become a new treatment
option for patients. The Net4CGD consortium consists of 11 partner
institutions and is coordinated by Généthon, France.
www.net4cgd.eu
Pall Life Sciences is a global leader in enabling process materials and process
technology for semiconductor, display and life science industries. At Pall Life
Sciences, process ingenuity unleashes new process possibilities for
customers. Come and visit us at booth 6.
www.pall.com
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REGENXBIO’s NAV® Technology has ushered in a new era of gene therapy
innovation. We are leveraging our proprietary NAV Technology and
collaborating with world-class clinical advisors to advance the development
of life-changing gene therapy treatments for lysosomal storage disorders
and ocular diseases. Beyond these core areas of focus, we are licensing NAV
Technology to enable global strategic partners to advance gene therapy
programmes for other serious diseases with unmet needs, including in
diseases such as hemophilia, Pompe disease and spinal muscular atrophy.
www.regenxbio.com
Sangamo BioSciences, Inc. is developing novel zinc finger DNA-binding
proteins (ZFPs) for therapeutic gene regulation and genome editing.
Sangamo has ongoing Phase 2 clinical trials to evaluate safety and efficacy
of a ZFP Therapeutic® for the treatment of HIV/AIDS. Other therapeutic
programmes are focused on monogenic diseases. Sangamo engineers
sequence-specific ZFP Nucleases (ZFNs) for gene modification and ZFP
transcription factors (ZFP TFs) for gene regulation. The company has
strategic partnerships with Shire, Dow AgroSciences and Sigma-Aldrich
Corporation.
www.sangamo.com
Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD) is a rapidly progressing, blinding
disease that appears to result from age-associated alterations that include
cell degeneration and vessel grow through Bruch’s membrane into the
subretinal space. Today’s treatment includes repeated, frequent injections of
VEGF (Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor) antibodies. PEDF (Pigment
Epithelium-Derived Factor) as a physiological antagonist of VEGF should also
inhibit the pro-angiogenic acting VEGF. The overall objective of TargetAMD is
to deliver PEDF by using the hyperactive Sleeping Beauty (SB100X)
transposon system in a cell-based, non-viral gene therapy in two clinical
phase Ib/IIa trials. Come and visit us at booth 4.
www.targetamd.eu
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CONGRESS SUPPORTERS
AAV Life’s lead indication is for Friedreich’s Ataxia Cardiomyopathy. Our
program is based on the successful use of a gene-therapy approach in a
mouse model developed to mimic the gene defect and cardiac symptoms
of Friedreich’s Ataxia. The approach made use of an adeno-associated virus
(AAV) to introduce a normal gene into cardiac tissue. The therapy restored
cardiac function and reversed pathological heart enlargement in mice that
had already progressed to heart failure.
www.aavlife.com
The Alliance for Regenerative Medicine (ARM) is the pre-eminent global
advocate for regenerative and advanced therapies. ARM fosters research,
development, investment and commercialisation of transformational
treatments and cures for patients worldwide. By leveraging the expertise of
its membership, ARM empowers multiple stakeholders to promote
legislative, regulatory and public understanding of, and support for, this
expanding field.
www.alliancerm.org
Main objectives/missions of EASCO:
• to spread scientific and complementary management skills to researchers
by organising conference, workshops and training courses
• to promote European research and education by encouraging
collaborative research programmes and assisting institutions and individual
researchers in writing grant applications
• to improve the quality and dynamics of human resources by facilitating the
career achievements of researchers
• to develop the industry-academia dialogue by encouraging inter-sector
research projects, cross-mobility and entrepreneurship of researchers.
www.easco.org

CONGRESS SUPPORTERS
The demographic change poses a challenge for modern societies due to the
increased risk of aging-associated diseases. In this context, it is CECAD’s
mission to define the molecular mechanisms underlying lifespan regulation
as potential novel targets for prevention, diagnosis and treatment of
aging-related damage and pathology. CECAD encompasses six reasearch
areas which cover a diverse but closely interlinked range of topics that
engage a broad spectrum of model organisms. Furthermore, it unifies over
40 research groups from the University of Cologne, the University Hospital,
the MPI for Biology of Aging, the MPI for Metabolism Research and the
German Center for Neurodegenerative Diseases. The research areas are
supported by three platforms ensuring (1) access to state-of-the-art
technology, (2) coordination of education and training activities, gender
equality programmes, and public outreach and (3) translation of basic to
clinical research. CECAD is funded by the DFG within the Excellence
Initiative.
www.cecad.uni-koeln.de
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) has an established history of successfully researching
and developing orphan drugs to treat rare diseases. Recognising the size of
the challenge, but also the opportunity to deliver new medicines to
patients, we announced the creation of a dedicated rare diseases unit in
February 2010. Initially focusing on 200 rare diseases, we are collaborating
with organisations and institutions to develop medicines, including gene
and cell therapies, quicker and more effectively than ever before.
www.gsk.com
Human Gene Therapy is the premier journal covering all aspects of human
gene therapy, including DNA, RNA, and cell therapies. HGT has now
expanded into two parts to include HGT Methods, a bimonthly journal
focused exclusively on protocols, new tools, lab techniques and procedures.
The unique package of Human Gene Therapy and HGT Methods provides 18
issues of essential research, technologies, translation and applications to
promote the development of gene therapy products into effective
therapeutics for treating human disease. The journal publishes original
investigations into the transfer and expression of genes and improvements
in vector development, delivery systems and animal models, including
cancer, AIDS, heart disease, genetic disease and neurological disease. Come
and visit us at booth 9.
www.liebertpub.com/hum
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CONGRESS SUPPORTERS
As a division of Parker Hannifin Corporation, Parker domnick hunter brings
motion and control to bioprocessing. Our high-purity solutions speed up
development times, increase efficiency and safety, and enable reproducible
product quality. Incorporating SciLog®, Parker domnick hunter’s portfolio
combines filtration, bioprocess containers, overmolded manifolds and
single-use sensors into scalable automated single-use solutions for normal
flow filtration, tangential flow filtration, bioreactor maintenance, metering
and dispensing. For further information, visit www.parker.com/dhsingleuse.
For webinars, white papers, case studies and blogs on controlling your
bioprocess, standardising operations and scaling up to GMP, please visit
www.parker.com/dh-bioprocessing/learn.
PlasmidFactory is Europe’s leading contract manufacturer for plasmid DNA.
Production ranges from research to industrial scale. We produce plasmids in
modern laboratories to the highest quality of standards and according to
your individual wishes. Come and visit us at booth 5.
www.plasmidfactory.com
Voyager Therapeutics is a clinical-stage gene therapy company developing
life-changing treatments for severe diseases of the central nervous system.
Voyager is committed to advancing the field of AAV gene therapy through
innovation and investment in vector engineering and optimisation,
manufacturing and dosing and delivery techniques. The company’s pipeline
is focused on severe CNS diseases in need of effective new therapies,
including advanced Parkinson’s disease, a monogenic form of amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS), Friedreich’s ataxia and Huntington’s disease.
www.voyagertherapeutics.com
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POSTERS BY CATEGORY

SESSION

P001-P010

Blood

1

P011-P034

Cancer

1

P035-P052

Cardiovascular diseases

1

P053-P085

Gene and cell targeting

2

P086-P121

Immunotherapy and autoimmunity

2

P122-P137

Lysosomal storage and metabolic diseases

1

P138-P156

Manufacturing and bioprocessing

2

P157-P164

Muscular diseases

1

P165-P180

Non-viral vectors

2

P181-P193

Ocular and neural diseases

1

P194-P203

Regenerative medicine and tissue engineering

1

P204-P219

Stem cells and transdifferentiation

1

P220-P276

Viral and oncolytic vectors

2

Poster session 1: Thursday 17 September, 19.10-21.00, Piazza, see page 45
Poster session 2: Friday 18 September, 18.00-19.30, Piazza, see page 51
For location of posters see page 32
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